STEM Teaching Tool #47

Practice
Brief

Is it important to distinguish
between the explanation and
argumentation practices in the
classroom?

What Is The Issue
The Next Gen Science Standards (NGSS)
expect learners to engage in the science
practice of ‘constructing explanations’ and
also in ‘argument from evidence’ (along with
six other practices). But, some curricula and
PD resources don’t make this distinction.
They integrate argumentation into
explanation and say that it isn’t important for
students to understand the difference. Does
it matter?
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Why it Matters to You
Teachers should help students understand
how scientific knowledge is produced
through explanation and argumentation.
District staff and PD providers should
emphasize the distinction between
explanation and argumentation in PD.
School leaders should learn to recognize
what it looks like for student to learn
science through argumentation and
explanation focused talk and writing.

Things To Consider

enable'the'genesis'of'scientific'knowledge'and'
how'our'understanding'is'shaped'by'both'the'
material'world'and'the'community'within'which'
scientists'work.
One'way'of'capturing'the'activity'of'science'
is'shown'in'Figure'1,'which'shows'scientists'as'
operating'in'three'overarching'practices:

agreed'knowledge.'In'doing'science,'the'scientist'
seeks'to'create'new'knowledge.'Rather,'my'
argument'is'that'understanding'science'requires'
a'knowledge'of'its'common'practices'and'their'
function'in'the'generation'of'new'knowledge.'
Such'knowledge'about'science'is'an'essential'
element'of'the'knowledge'that'a'scientifically'
literate'individual'holds.

of'eight'practices'that'are'described'more'fully'in'

of'how'the'world'seems'to'be'but'how'
it'might'be.'For'instance,'Pasteur'had'to'
imagine'that'diseases'were'caused'by'tiny,'

QR Code for
Related
Resources
1. Asking questions and defining problems

' investigating?
• Explanations are constructed from models and
' developing'explanations'and'solutions?
On'the'left'of'Figure'1'is'the'real'world'that'
representations of reality—not out of data and warrants.' evaluating.
scientists'interrogate,'asking'essentially'three'
On'the'left'they'are'working'in'the'investigational'
types'of'questions:
With arguments, scientists attempt to logically reasonspace,'designing'experiments,'and'collecting,'
analysing'and'interpreting'data.'On'the'right,'
a' What%happens%and%what%exists?'This'is'
from the data to a conclusion using appropriate warrants.
they'are'engaged'in'theorising'about'the'world,'
essentially'a'descriptive'question.'Developing'
developing'hypotheses'and'constructing'
an'answer'requires'the'scientists'to'develop'
Argumentation often involves comparing different
explanations'–'a'feature'that'is'currently'less'
taxonomies'and'a'complex,'descriptive'
“Whereas
the
goal
of
scientific
common'in'the'teaching'of'science.'In'the'middle,'
language'with'which'to'communicate'with'
explanations for natural phenomena in an evidence-based
at'their'intersection,'they'are'engaged'in'argument'
other'scientists.
explanation
is
to
provide
a causal
b' Why%does%it%happen?'This'is'the'causal'
way. The two practices are deeply linked to each other,and'critique,'evaluating'the'validity'and'reliability'
but
of'their'data,'contrasting'their'data'with'their'
question.'Science'deals'with'objects'at'the'
account of events in the material
theoretical'predictions,'and'identifying'flaws'in'
6. I have
inserted
they do different intellectual work for scientists.
Review
the world, argument seekshuman'scale,'as'well'as'at'the'microscopic'
both'their'own'and'other’s'ideas'–'experiences'
and'the'very'large.'Building'an'understanding'
“eight” here to clarify
to use data
while three
that'are'even'less'common'in'the'teaching'of'
requires'scientists'to'invent'representations,'
Model of Scientific Practices to learn more. that,
overarching practices science.'All'of'these'activities'can'be'seen'as'a'set'
and warrants to justifymodels'and'theories.'Often'these'are'not'
belief.”
have been mentioned
above, we are now

what'follows.
talkingfrom
about the
• It can be simpler to not distinguish explanation
different and more
detailed list of eight
argumentation—to introduce students to onenumbered
practice
practices
below – OK?
rather than two. This comes with some downsides.

— Stephen Toulmin, philosopher
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• Argumentation involves a level of uncertainty—one argues
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different idea. A measure of uncertainty is powerful for
constructing open-ended, authentic investigations for a
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only framed for students as explanation then the classroom
Figure 1 A model of the practices of science
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and
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different
student
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Framework
for
K-12
Science
Education)
through evidence-based argument may not happen.
Explanation can easily only focus on finding the “right
answer”—rather than understanding the conceptual ideas. Things to Think About
• Where does the explanation or
• Science curricula and assessments will likely differentiate
argumentation practice already
between the two practices since the NGSS did, so learners
show up in your teaching—
need to see them as separate aspects of doing science.
perhaps persuasive writing or
Attending to Equity
debate? Do they?
• All students should be fully engaged in argumentation- and • What might be confusing to
explanation-focused instruction. Science communication is
students as you help them
cultural and needs to be taken into account. Students with
understand the difference between
limited proficiency in English often benefit from more
argumentation and explanation?
custom supports in order to fully participate.
• How does the difference between
Recommended Actions You Can Take
argumentation and explanation
• Learn more about the explanation and argumentation
show up in other subjects (e.g.,
practices from the Framework for K-12 Science Education.
history, language arts)?
• Distinguish between explanation and argumentation in
lessons and show how they connect. Use different rubrics
Also See STEM Teaching Tools:
to analyze student work and thinking for each practice.
7 - The Explanation Practice
• Read a summary of the background research article by
Osborne & Patterson on the differences between
explanation and argument in science.

12 - The Argumentation Practice
48 - Explanation-Argumentation
T-Chart for Students
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